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F.A.C.E.2Face is now busy preparing for its sixth edition, and we would like to thank all of you for your contribution to our growing success: our success is your success.

Together, we have made F.A.C.E.2Face the landmark autumn congress.

This success is also the fruit of our commitment, year after year, to ensuring that every participant feels part of a high quality congress in which science has reclaimed the central position it merits, as witnessed by our Scientific Program.

Sharing knowledge, topical information and the latest innovations whilst remaining affordable is a challenge we are happy to take on.

The issue of creativity is not to be ignored, and is expressed through the Cannes International Aesthetic Film Festival, which proved universally popular. It was a great idea, and we thought of it and made it happen.

Finally, each year we pay tribute to the humanitarian work of our fellow professionals by selecting a non-profit organization as beneficiary of the funds raised in the course of the gala evening.

This is how we see the DNA of F.A.C.E.2Face.

“Building the Aesthetic Future Together”
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SESSION VII: ADJUNCTIVE TREATMENTS IN AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY

Developing a successful aesthetic gynecology practice requires a range of services. This thought-provoking session provides an overview and outlines current trends.

SESSION VIII: SEXOLOGY AND AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY

What is sexology? Why is it important? All you need to know about this important and relevant field, from anatomy and physiology to surgical and non-surgical therapies.

SESSION V: LABIA MINORAPLASTY AND MAJORAPLASTY PART 2

The labia majora play an important role in genital aesthetics. Learn anatomy and technique of both volume enhancement with fat and fillers as well as surgical reduction.

SESSION VI: BODY CONTOURING SYNERGY IN AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY

World-renowned body contouring surgeons describe cutting-edge techniques for contouring the mons pubis, high-definition liposculpture, mini-abdominoplasty and more.

SESSION I: GLOBAL TRENDS IN AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY

Aesthetic genital surgery has become increasingly important as a distinct multidisciplinary field within aesthetic surgery. This exciting opening session provides an overview and outlines current trends.

SESSION II: LABIA MINORAPLASTY AND MAJORAPLASTY PART 1

Labia minoraoplasty is no longer considered a simple excisional technique. In this session, leading experts in aesthetic gynecology describe the artistic approach to labia minoraoplasty and clitoral hoodoplasty.

SESSION III: SURGICAL TIGHTENING PROCEDURES

Perineoplasty and vaginoplasty represent definitive solutions to cosmetic and functional problems. Attendees at this session will learn planning, technique, and pitfalls in these life-changing procedures.

SESSION IV: ENERGY-BASED DEVICES IN AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY

What novel systems for vaginal and vulvar rejuvenation are available? Experts will discuss what’s hot, from lasers to radiofrequency, including the most useful indications and results.

SESSION V: LABIA MINORAPLASTY AND MAJORAPLASTY PART 2

The labia majora play an important role in genital aesthetics. Learn anatomy and technique of both volume enhancement with fat and fillers as well as surgical reduction.

PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE

Friday September 9th

Room 1: Acajou I

08:30-10:30
LAzer & led
Photodynamics: a concept that can be customized!

11:00-13:00
FRENCH TOUCH: SESSION
The French touch has a worldwide reputation in terms of its “natural” effect. During this session the major players who defend this technique will reflect on the excessive trends of the past and even of the present day, to restore a softer form of medicine.

13:00-14:00
LUNCH BREAK - MERZ AESTHETICS - VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION

14:00-16:00
FILLER INJECTION AND PIGMENTATION DISORDERS
Did you know that glabellar wrinkles convey a negative expression (aggressiveness...), whereas crow’s feet wrinkles are connected to a positive expression (smile)?

16:00-18:00
ENERGY BASED REJUVENATION TECHNIQUES
These techniques are definitely the most innovative procedures in 2016. Your practice will change as patients are now looking for these minimal invasive techniques with outstanding outcomes.

20:00
CONGRESS DINNER

Room 2: Acajou II

08:30-10:30
SESSION I: GLOBAL TRENDS IN AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY
Aesthetic genital surgery has become increasingly important as a distinct multidisciplinary field within aesthetic surgery. This exciting opening session provides an overview and outlines current trends.

11:00-13:00
SESSION II: LABIA MINORAPLASTY AND MAJORAPLASTY PART 1
Labia minoraoplasty is no longer considered a simple excisional technique. In this session, leading experts in aesthetic gynecology describe the artistic approach to labia minoraoplasty and clitoral hoodoplasty.

13:00-14:00
FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
Aesthetic medicine has completely changed the surgical indications. How to succeed in modern surgery of the face whilst keeping a natural (facial) expression and expekt. Trials of the trade.

14:00-16:00
MINI-INVASIVE SURGERY: LIMITS AND INDICATION.

16:00-18:00
BOTULINUM TOXIN SESSION: NEW INDICATIONS AND LATEST PROTOCOLS
The best way to inject: meso or intramuscular, which is the best choice? As the new toxins arrive on the market, are we going to witness a revolution in facial injections? Experts from worldwide will share with you their experience on 3 clinical cases: from the best to the worst one.

Room 3: Palissandre

08:30-10:30
SESSION I: GLOBAL TRENDS IN AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY
Aesthetic genital surgery has become increasingly important as a distinct multidisciplinary field within aesthetic surgery. This exciting opening session provides an overview and outlines current trends.

11:00-13:00
SESSION II: LABIA MINORAPLASTY AND MAJORAPLASTY PART 1
Labia minoraoplasty is no longer considered a simple excisional technique. In this session, leading experts in aesthetic gynecology describe the artistic approach to labia minoraoplasty and clitoral hoodoplasty.

13:00-14:00
FILLERS SYMPOSIUM
The new generation filling products have physical and chemical properties that permit multi-plane injections (ranging from intradermal to supraperiosteal) whilst maintaining facial dynamics.

14:00-16:00
SESSION VI: BODY CONTOURING SYNERGY IN AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY
World-renowned body contouring surgeons describe cutting-edge techniques for contouring the mons pubis, high-definition liposculpture, mini-abdominoplasty and more.

16:00-18:00
SESSION VII: SEXOLOGY AND AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY
What is sexology? Why is it important? All you need to know about this important and relevant field, from anatomy and physiology to surgical and non-surgical therapies.

20:00
CONGRESS DINNER
Programme at a glance

Saturday September 10th

**Room 1: Acajou I**

**LIVE DEMO SHOW**
**FULL DAY**

08:30-10:30
- **SESSION I:** EXPERTS SHARING BEAUTIFICATION SECRETS - A UNIQUE ADVANCED LIVE DEMO SHOW
  - The day will be devoted to demonstrating techniques and procedures in aesthetic medicine.
  - This exceptional training opportunity will enable the best practitioners to give away their secrets and show you all the little details that often make a big difference in aesthetic medicine.
  - All the anatomical areas will be specifically studied.
  - All the effective rejuvenating technologies and products will be represented.

**SESSION II:**
- **LOWER FACE - NECK AREA**
- Since recently this area was dedicated to plastic surgeons, ultrasound's therapy and fat resorption injection fillers and botulinum toxin changed the paradigm.

**EXPERTS SHARING BEAUTIFICATION SECRETS:**
- A UNIQUE ADVANCED LIVE DEMO SHOW
- The day will be devoted to demonstrating techniques and procedures in aesthetic medicine.
- This exceptional training opportunity will enable the best practitioners to give away their secrets and show you all the little details that often make a big difference in aesthetic medicine.
- All the anatomical areas will be specifically studied.
- All the effective rejuvenating technologies and products will be represented.

**08:30-09:30 UPPER FACE**
**09:30-10:30 MIDFACE**

10:30-11:00
- **COFFEE BREAK & VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION**

**11:00-13:00**
- **LOWER FACE - NECK AREA**
- Since recently this area was dedicated to plastic surgeons, ultrasound's therapy and fat resorption injection fillers and botulinum toxin changed the paradigm.

13:00-14:00
- **LUNCH BREAK - VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION**

**14:00-16:00**
- **FACIAL GLOBAL APPROACH**
  - The goal for combined techniques is to prevent and treat the signs of the aging process. As the aging process is not smooth and for all area of the same occurrence and speed, the treatment plan often requires combined techniques. The knowledge of these combined treatments will be in the future the best way to increase the number of your patients.

**SESSION VII:**
- **COMPLICATIONS OF COSMETIC EYELID SURGERY & PERIOCULAR FILLERS**
  - Learning how to avoid and manage complications following aesthetic rejuvenation of the eyelids is a prerequisite for offering these services to patients. This session offers algorithms for management of complications.

**SESSION VIII:**
- **PTOSIS AND BROW LIFTING**
  - The speakers will describe their approach to treating ptosis and creating aesthetically ideal brow position.

16:00-16:30
- **COFFEE BREAK & VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION**

16:30-17:30 **HANDS**
- Hands rejuvenation is the second demand of our patient after the face. When you are dressed, you show face and hands... and the dorsal part of the hand betrays your age. And for that, it’s important for you to know exactly how to treat this area.
- **17:30-18:00 VOTE FOR THE BEST RESULT - BEST INJECTOR**

16:30-18:00 **SESSION IX:**
- **SURGICAL AND NON-SURGICAL BEAUTIFICATION & CORRECTION OF PERIOCULAR ASYMMETRY**
  - Learn how procedures can impact the aesthetics around the eyes. From non-surgical techniques using fillers, focused ultrasound, and chemodenervation to advanced oculoplastic surgical techniques.

**Room 2: Acajou II**

**OCTOPLOPLASTIC SESSIONS**

10:30-11:00
- **SESSION IV:** LOWER LID BLEPHAROPLASTY TRANSCONJUNCTIVAL APPROACH
  - The transconjunctival approach obviates the need to traverse the septum.
  - The speakers will reveal their techniques, including novel ways to deal with the aging lid-cheek junction through the transconjunctival incision.

**SESSION V:**
- **PERIOCULAR VOLUME RESTORATION WITH FAT**
  - Learn techniques that optimize fat graft survival in the supraorbital, infraorbital, and periorbital regions. A must-attend session for any surgeon interested in improving their results with fat.

**SESSION VI:**
- **PERIOCULAR NON-PERMANENT FILLERS**
  - Leading authorities describe which filler to use and how much, which plane, and how to restore youthful contours around the eyelids, in the brow, forehead, and temporal region.

**SESSION VII:**
- **COMPLICATIONS OF COSMETIC EYELID SURGERY & PERIOCULAR FILLERS**
  - Learning how to avoid and manage complications following aesthetic rejuvenation of the eyelids is a prerequisite for offering these services to patients. This session offers algorithms for management of complications.

**SESSION VIII:**
- **PTOSIS AND BROW LIFTING**
  - The speakers will describe their approach to treating ptosis and creating aesthetically ideal brow position.

**Room 3: Palissandre**

**MINI INVASIVE MANAGEMENT OF AGING OF THE FACE**
- THREADS VERSUS SURGERY (INTERACTIVE VIDEO SESSION)
  - What is the true indication for threads in the treatment of facial aging?
  - How has modern surgery changed?

10:30-11:00
- **SESSION II:** UPPER LID BLEPHAROPLASTY TIPS AND TRICKS
  - Skin only? Muscle? Sculpting the orbital fat? Attendees at this session will learn important tips and tricks to obtain beautiful results whilst avoiding pitfalls.

**SESSION III:**
- **LOWER LID - BLEPHAROPLASTY TRANSCUTANEOUS APPROACH**
  - Leading surgeons give key insights into thiese operative technique, from correcting tissue redundancy to relieving bulging fat and intrude canthal support techniques.

**11:00-13:00**
- **COFFEE BREAK & VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION**

**13:00-14:00**
- **LUNCH BREAK - VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION**

14:00-16:00
- **FUTURE OF ANTI-AGING: COSMETOLOGY, NUTRITION, INNOVATION**
  - How to age successfully up to 150 years old?

**SESSION X:**
- **PEELING AND LASER SESSION**
  - Friends or enemies? How to make a choice between 2 options that are often very different?

16:00-16:30
- **COFFEE BREAK & VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION**

16:30-17:30 **HANDS**
- Hands rejuvenation is the second demand of our patient after the face. When you are dressed, you show face and hands... and the dorsal part of the hand betrays your age. And for that, it’s important for you to know exactly how to treat this area.
- **17:30-18:00 VOTE FOR THE BEST RESULT - BEST INJECTOR**

**Room 4:**

**FACIAL GLOBAL APPROACH**
- The goal for combined techniques is to prevent and treat the signs of the aging process. As the aging process is not smooth and for all area of the same occurrence and speed, the treatment plan often requires combined techniques. The knowledge of these combined treatments will be in the future the best way to increase the number of your patients.

**SESSION VII:**
- **COMPLICATIONS OF COSMETIC EYELID SURGERY & PERIOCULAR FILLERS**
  - Learning how to avoid and manage complications following aesthetic rejuvenation of the eyelids is a prerequisite for offering these services to patients. This session offers algorithms for management of complications.

**SESSION VIII:**
- **PTOSIS AND BROW LIFTING**
  - The speakers will describe their approach to treating ptosis and creating aesthetically ideal brow position.

**SESSION IX:**
- **SURGICAL AND NON-SURGICAL BEAUTIFICATION & CORRECTION OF PERIOCULAR ASYMMETRY**
  - Learn how procedures can impact the aesthetics around the eyes. From non-surgical techniques using fillers, focused ultrasound, and chemodenervation to advanced oculoplastic surgical techniques.
La « french touch » est connue à travers le monde pour respecter le naturel du visage. Lors de cette session, les plus grands défenseurs de ces techniques viendront recadrer les excès passés et parfois actuels, pour rétablir une médecine plus douce.

**SESSION VII: TRAITEMENTS COMPLÉMENTAIRES EN GYNÉCOLOGIE ESTHÉTIQUE**

Le développement d'une activité de gynécologie esthétique va de pair avec toute une série de services annexes. Cette session donnera une idée de divers traitements intéressants, chirurgicaux et non-chirurgicaux.

**SESSION VIII: SEXOLOGIE ET GYNÉCOLOGIE ESTHÉTIQUE**

Qu'est-ce que la sexologie ? Pourquoi est-elle importante ? Tout ce que vous devez savoir sur ce domaine important et associé, de l'anatomie et de la physiologie aux traitements chirurgicaux et non chirurgicaux.

**SESSION IX: PROCÉDURES CHIRURGICALES DE RRESSERREMENT**

La périnéoplastie et la vaginoplastie constituent des solutions chirurgicales définitives aux problèmes d'ordre esthétique et fonctionnel. Les participants de cette session auront une meilleure compréhension de la préparation, de la technique et des difficultés de cette procédure.

**SESSION X: NOUVELLES IDÉES, NOUVEAUX TRAITEMENTS, NOUVEAUX PRODUITS**

De nouvelles technologies sont développées chaque année en rajeunissement facial. Les dernières tendances et concepts de demain sont ici discutés.

**SESSION XI: TECHNIQUES DE RAJEUNISSEMENT BASÉES SUR L'ÉMISSION D'ÉNERGIE**

Ces techniques correspondent aux innovations les plus récentes en 2016. Elles vont indéniablement modifier votre pratique, grâce à des résultats exceptionnels.

**SESSION XII: TOXINE BOTULIQUE : NOUVELLES INDICATIONS ET DERNIERS PROTOCOLES**

Comment injecter au mieux : meso ou intra-musculaire, Que choisir ? À l'aube de l'arrivée de nouvelles toxines, voici l'occasion de faire une révolution dans les injections faciales ! Des experts venus du monde entier partageront leurs expériences et apporteront des cas cliniques montrant du meilleur côté au plus mauvais...
**Synoptique du programme**

**Samedi 10 Septembre**

**Salle 1 : Acajou I**

**08:30-10:30**

**SECRETS D'EXPERTS EN MÉDECINE ESTHÉTIQUE : LE LIVE DEMO SHOW**

Journée consacrée aux démonstrations de techniques et de procédures en médecine esthétique.

Cette formation exceptionnelle permettra aux meilleurs praticiens de montrer leurs secrets et tous les détails et outils qui font sou- vent la différence en médecine esthétique.

Toutes les zones anatomiques seront spécifiquement abordées. Tous les produits et technologies efficaces sur le rajeunissement seront représentés.

**08:30-09:30** PARTIE HAUTE DU VISAGE

**09:30-10:30** PARTIE MOYENNE DU VISAGE

**10:30-11:00**

**PAUSE CAFÉ ET VISITE DE L'EXPOSITION**

**11:00-13:00**

**PARTIE BASSE DU VISAGE ET COU**

La chirurgie était jusqu'à présent le seul traitement efficace sur cette partie du visage. Mais l'émergence de nouvelles techniques et produits qui vont montrer les experts en live, permet aujourd'hui de changer la prise en charge de cette région difficile.

**11:00-12:00** BLÉPHAROPLASTIE DE LA PAUPIÈRE INFÉRIEURE – ABORD TRANSCUTANÉ

Des chirurgiens reconnus partageront leur savoir à propos de la technique opératoire, de la correction cutanée à l'exérèse musculaire en passant par le prélèvement graisseux et les techniques complexes de soutien du canthus.

**12:00-12:30** SESSION IV: BLEPHAROPLASTIE DE LA PAUPIÈRE SUPÉRIEURE

La blépharoplastie de la paupière inférieure par l'abord transconjunctival évite de traverser le septum. Les orateurs présenteront leurs techniques, y compris des méthodes novatrices pour traiter l'affaissement lié à l’âge de la jonction entre paupière et joue.

**12:30-13:00** SESSION V: RESTAURER LE VOLUME PERIOULAIRE AVEC DES INJECTIONS DE GRAISSE

Du prélèvement et de la préparation jusqu’à la précision de l’insertion de la graisse avec des techniques qui permettent de maintenir dans les régions sus-, sub- et péri-orbitaires. Une session à suivre absoluement pour tout chirurgien qui s’intéresse à un rajeunissement du regard à la fois spectaculaire et durable.

**13:00-14:00**

**PAUSE DÉJEUNER - VISITE DE L'EXPOSITION**

**14:00-16:00**

**APPROCHE GLOBALE DE LA FACE**

Le but des techniques combinées est de prévenir et traiter les signes du vieillissement dans sa globalité. Comme ces signes sont multifactoriels, il est important de proposer aux patients un plan de traitement axé dans le temps et le lieu de techniques différentes. La connaissance de ces plans de traitement d’approche globale du visage vous permettra dans le futur d’accompagner votre patient.

**14:00-14:30** SESSION VII: COMPLICATIONS DE LA CHIRURGIE ESTHETIQUE DES PAUPIERES ET DES FILLERS PERIOULAIRES

Comment éviter les complications et savoir comment les prendre en charge quand elles apparaissent. Cette session explorera tout ce qui peut mal tourner et proposera des algorithmes décisionnels pour y faire face.

**14:30-15:00** SESSION VIII: PTOESIS ET LIFTING DU FRONT

Les orateurs présenteront leur approche pour traiter le ptosis et créer esthétiquement la position du front idéale.

**15:00-16:00**

**PAUSE CAFÉ ET VISITE DE L'EXPOSITION**

**16:00-16:30**

**16:30-17:30 MAINS**

Le rajeunissement des mains est la seconde demande des patients dans nos cabinets. Une fois le visage pris en charge, ce sont les mains qui transmettent notre âge... D'où l’importance de proposer et de connaître les techniques spécifiques et les nouveaux produits adaptés à cette région.

**17:30-18:00** VOTE POUR LE MEILLEUR RÉSULTAT D’INJECTION

**16:30-18:00**

**SESSION IX: AMELIORATION ET CORRECTION CHIRURGICALES ET NON-CHIRURGICALES DE L'ASYMMETRIE PERIOULAIRE**

On apprendra ici comment un traitement chirurgical ou non chirurgical peut modifier l’esthétique de la région péri-orbitaire. La session traînera des techniques non chirurgicales faisant appel aux filtres, aux ultrasons focalisées et à la chimio-dénervation.

**16:30-18:00**

**PEELING ET LASER**

Aimis ou ennemis ? Comment faire son choix entre 2 options souvent très différentes ?

**16:30-18:00**

**SESSION X: PRISE EN CHARGE MINI INVASIVE DU VIEILLISSEMENT DE LA FACE**

Quelle est la place réelle des fibres dans le traitement du vieillissement faciale ?

Comment la chirurgie esthétique s'adapte-t-elle évolué ?

**17:30-18:00** VOTE POUR LE MEILLEURE RESULTAT D’INJECTION
08:30

**LASER & LED**

**Photodynamics: A concept that can be customized!!**

*Chairmen: Linda FOUQUE (Nice, FRANCE), Michèle PELLETIER (Toulon, FRANCE)*

- The photodynamic process: A modern semio-logical vision. *Michele PELLETIER (Toulon, FRANCE)*
- Photodynamic Peels: The future. *Linda FOUQUE (Nice, FRANCE)*
- Photodynamic therapies in aesthetic medicine. *Olga ZHUKOFF (RUSSIA)*
- Post procedural LED to reduce complications. *Riekie SMIT (Pretoria, SOUTH AFRICA)*
- Melasma, post inflammatory hyperpigmentation: Contribution of PBM* LED. *Pablo NARANJO (SPAIN)*
- A new device for pigmentation disorders combining chemical peeling radio frequency and LEDs. *Isabelle GALLAY (Dijon, France)*
- Transdermic Photoactivation in four steps. *Linda FOUQUE (Nice, FRANCE)*
- Discussion / QS 10’ all in all.

10:30

**COFFEE BREAK**

11:00

**SESSION FRENCH TOUCH IN AESTHETIC MEDICINE AND DERMATOLOGY**

*Chairmen: Fabien GIAUSSERAN (Lille, FRANCE), Hervé PADEY (FRANCE)*

- Giving a male face a more masculine look. Not only about muscles. *Hervé PADEY (FRANCE)*
- Radiofrequency for men. *Hervé PADEY (FRANCE)*
- Volumetry in males. *Foud BELFKIRA (Lyon, FRANCE)*
- Peelings and tension threads for males. *Bernard PEYRONNET (Paris, FRANCE)*
- HIFU for men. *Julien CARRÉ (Paris, FRANCE)*
- FUE beard grafts. *Eve YOUSOF (Marseille, FRANCE)*
- My choice for smile beautification. *Joelle HUTH (Périgueux, FRANCE)*

13:00

**LUNCH BREAK - VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION**

13:00-14:00

**SYMPOSIUM LIVE DEMO: FRONT LINE**

*Speaker: Dr Yates CHAO, Dermatologist & Dermasurgeon (TAIWAN)*

14:00

**FILLER INJECTION AND PIGMENTATION DISORDERS**

*Chairman: Philippe DEPREZ (FRANCE), Jean HEBRANT (BELGIUM)*

- How to restrict the risks of anti-inflammatory hyperpigmentation after laser treatment? *Isabelle CATONI (Neuilly Sur Seine, FRANCE)*
- Injections: my advice to remain naturel. *Christine CHIVILO (Poitiers, FRANCE)*
- Natural correction of the face, all the things that you absolutely must avoid doing. *Jamal DJOUDI (Poitiers, FRANCE)*
- Laser used to manage aging: HHLT or LLLT. *Isabelle GALLAY (Dijon, France)*
- High frequency ultrasound and filler: a precious tool for injections and an essential aid for managing complications. *Jean HEBRANT (BELGIUM)*
- Efficacy of nonhydroquinone method in melasma. *Philippe HAMIDA PISAL (UK)*
- Peelings vs new technologies. *Philippe DEPREZ (FRANCE)*
- Evaluation of vitiligo surgery from tissue grafts to cellular grafts: A fascinating journey. *Anil BUDANIA (INDIA)*

16:00

**COFFEE BREAK**
ENERGY BASED REJUVENATION TECHNIQUES

Chairmen: Dalvi HUMZAH (West Midlands, UK), Jérôme PARIS (Marseille, FRANCE), Yann RENOULET (Düsseldorf, GERMANY)

- Rejuvenation of the face with a plasma device. **Noura LEBBAR** (Milano, ITALY)
- Facial rejuvenation, laser vs. Cosmetic. **Monika DE WITT** (Dorsten, GERMANY)
- Ultherapy for face rejuvenation: what outcomes to expect? **Albertine MARCHADIER** (Marseille, FRANCE)
- Periorbital treatments with AGNES. **Dalvi HUMZAH** (West Midlands, UK)
- Plex’r technology for face rejuvenation. **Elena ROSSI** (ITALY)
- Non invasive female genital rejuvenation. **Albertine MARCHADIER** (Marseille, FRANCE)
- Strategies to provide a satisfying outcome using energy-based devices in combination with injectable for facial rejuvenation. **Thomas RAPPL** (Graz, AUSTRIA), **Simone MAY** (Graz, AUSTRIA)
- Energy based devices used in China to treat the ageing Face. **Lin WANG** (CHINA)
- Injectable RF with controlled temperature, who, how, when? **Salvatore PAGANO** (Seville, SPAIN)
SESSION I: GLOBAL TRENDS IN AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY  
Chairmen: Suleyman ESERDAG (TURKEY), Michael GOODMAN (USA)
- The evolution of female genital cosmetic surgery as a subspecialty: are we helping women?  
  Michael GOODMAN (USA)
- Aesthetic gynecology arrives: state of the art in 2016. Red ALINSOD (USA)
- Special lecture: More than 100 million: The health implications and anthropological considerations of female ‘circumcision’. Bahir-Edouard ELIAS (Besancon, FRANCE)
- Q&A with the panel.

SESSION II: LABIA MINORAPLASTY AND MAJORAPLASTY PART 1  
Chairmen: Stefan GRESS (GERMANY), Bahir-Edouard ELIAS (Besancon, FRANCE)
- Clinically oriented anatomy of the labia minora. Charalambos GEORGIOU (Nice, FRANCE)
- Simplified classification system for labial protrusion. Christine HAMORI (USA)
- Artistic approach to labiaplasty and clitoral hood reduction: the composite reduction labiaplasty. Stefan GRESS (GERMANY)
- The ‘labial puff’: aesthetic enhancement of labia majora with autologous fat. Christine HAMORI (USA)
- Finesse clitoral hoodoplasty using a novel reverse Y-plasty method. Suleyman ESERDAG (TURKEY)
- Labiaplasty using a multi-pulse carbon dioxide laser. Pablo GONZALEZ (USA)
- Feathering technique for labial revision surgery. Red ALINSOD (USA)
- Q&A with the panel.

COFFEE BREAK

SESSION III: SURGICAL TIGHTENING PROCEDURES  
- Vaginal Tightening Procedures Designed for Increased Sexual Pleasure: Procedures, Pearls, Pitfalls and Technique. Michael GOODMAN (USA)
- Panel discussion. Nicolas BERRENI (Perpignan, FRANCE), Gustavo LEIBASCHOFF (USA), Pablo GONZALEZ (USA)
- Q&A with the panel.

SESSION IV: ENERGY-BASED DEVICES IN AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY  
Chairmen: Red ALINSOD (USA), Christine HAMORI (USA)
- Radiofrequency vulvar rejuvenation with Viveve technology. Laurent BENADIBA (Paris, FRANCE)
- ThermiVa for non-surgical feminine rejuvenation: disruptive technology. Red ALINSOD (USA)
- Treating the genitourinary syndrome of menopause with MonaLisa Touch CO2. Pablo GONZALEZ (USA)
- Treatment of vulvovaginal atrophy with synergistic therapies: hyaluronic acid, thermic lasers and radio frequency. Nicolas BERRENI (Perpignan, FRANCE)
- Non-surgical CO2 laser rejuvenation using CO2RE intima. Cesar ARROYO (TBC)
- Temperature-controlled radiofrequency remodeling: histological analysis in a prospective study. Gustavo LEIBASCHOFF (USA)
- Multimodal vaginal rejuvenation using radiofrequency and CO2. Alice PRETHIMA MICHAEL (MALAYSIA)
- Q&A with the panel.

LUNCH BREAK-VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION

SESSION V: LABIA MINORAPLASTY AND MAJORAPLASTY PART 2  
Chairmen: Pablo GONZALEZ (USA), Gustavo LEIBASCHOFF (USA)
- Labia majora augmentation with autologous fat as a combined procedure. Pablo GONZALEZ (USA)
- Office-based labia majora reduction: my technique. Red ALINSOD (USA)
- Extended wedge labiaplasty technique. Christine HAMORI (USA)
FRIDAY 09 SEPTEMBER

Barbie-look labiaplasty: fashioning an aesthetic ideal. Red ALINSOD (USA)
Office-based labia minoraplasty: tips and tricks. Suleyman ESERDAG (TURKEY)
Q&A with the panel.

15:00 SESSION VI: BODY CONTOURING SYNERGY IN AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY
Chairmen: Peter PRENDERGAST (IRELAND), Alberto DI GIUSEPPE (Ancona, ITALY)
Aesthetic contouring of the mons pubis. Taner BAHAR (TURKEY)
Mini-abdominoplasty under local anaesthesia following cesarean section: technique and video demonstration. Robert BOONEN (THE NETHERLANDS)
Restoring breast volume and shape with autologous fat. Alberto DI GIUSEPPE (Ancona, ITALY)
High-definition mommy makeover using ultrasound-assisted lipoplasty. Thanasis ATHANASIOU (GREECE)
How to treat the 90% of patients with cellulite in a gynecology practice. Gustavo LEIBASCHOFF (USA)
Q&A with the panel.

16:00 COFFEE BREAK

16:30 SESSION VII: ADJUNCTIVE TREATMENTS IN AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY
Chair: Laurent BENADIBA (Paris, FRANCE), Beatrice LAFARGE (Paris, FRANCE)
Platelet-rich plasma in aesthetic gynecology for external and internal genitalia. Suleyman ESERDAG (TURKEY)
Hyaluronic acid fillers in gynecology: sexual and aesthetic indications. Laurent BENADIBA (Paris, FRANCE)
Bioidentical hormone replacement therapy in menopause. Michael GOODMAN (USA)
Hyaluronic acid in the genital area for beginners: from G-spot to labia majora. Beatrice LAFARGE (Paris, FRANCE)
Stress urinary incontinence: surgical techniques in 2016. Wassim BADIOU (FRANCE)
Vaginal regeneration using non-cross linked hyaluronic acid: histology in a prospective study. Gustavo LEIBASCHOFF (USA)
Q&A with the panel.

17:24-18:10 SESSION VIII: SEXOLOGY AND AESTHETIC GYNECOLOGY
Chairmen: Michael GOODMAN (USA), Red ALINSOD (USA), Suleyman ESERDAG (TURKEY)
The influence of aesthetic gynecology procedures on patient sexuality. Ezequiel LOPEZ PERALTA (COLOMBIA)
Surgery for dyspareunia and vaginismus. Suleyman ESERDAG (TURKEY)
Non-surgical therapies for hypoactive sexual dysfunction. Michael GOODMAN (USA)
Pelvic organ prolapse surgery: implications for improvement in sexual function. Wassim BADIOU (FRANCE)
Q&A with the panel.
NEW IDEA, NEW TREATMENTS, NEW PRODUCTS
Chairmen: Olivier RICHARD (Marseille, FRANCE), Thomas RAPPL (Graz, AUSTRIA), Jérôme PARIS (Marseille, FRANCE)
- Dermal Fillers: How to avoid the blue hue. Jan BALCZUN (GERMANY)
- The use of hormone replacement therapy in aesthetic surgery: our experience. Elena PISKUNOVA (Ekaterinburg, RUSSIA)
- Endonasal methods in revision reconstructive rhinoplasty after previous unsatisfactory and "destructive" surgeries. Sergei MOSHAK (Vladivostok, RUSSIA)
- Treatment of the nose with fillers-anatomical basis. Thomas RAPPL (AUSTRIA)
- Volumetric hand rejuvenation, anatomical guidelines. Simone MAY (Graz, AUSTRIA)
- Hand rejuvenation: evaluation of four injecting techniques to improve the hand’s dorsum. Gabriele F MUTI (Milano, ITALY)
- “Facial Esthetics Engineering”: Comprehensive virtual planning in facial and hair restoration surgery. Kurt SCHICHO (Vienna, AUSTRIA)
- Enhance your patients follow-up: Integrate 3D for before/after comparison and skin analysis. Ella EGOZI (ISRAEL)
- Non-surgical blepharoplasty with plasma ionisation. Vincent WONG (London, UK)
- A new generation of skin regeneration treatment: Linerase, Biostimulation with Collagen Type I, a new medical device for anti-aging treatment. Giovanni MERONE (ITALY)

10:30
COFFEE BREAK

11:00
FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
Chairmen: Alain BONNEFON (Montpellier, FRANCE), Christophe DESOUCHES (Marseille, FRANCE)
- Sub periosteal mid face lift with fast recovery. Alain BONNEFON (Montpellier, FRANCE)
- Factors that cause disappointment after Face And Neck lift. Rana DAS GUPTA (UK)
- Face lifting: our routine, facial liposculpture and neck treatment without sub mental incision. José Carlos DAHER (BRAZIL)
- Fat grafting and rhytidectomy: technique, measuring the integration of fat through use of CT, and analysis of results. José Carlos DAHER (BRAZIL)
- Which is the quality of the fat tissue we use for lipografting? Gustavo LEIBASCHOFF (USA)
- No fat no youth. lifting or filling? David GRISHKYAN (RUSSIA)
- What is the evolution in modern face lift mangement? From anatomy to clinical deductions? Philippe KESTEMONT (Nice, FRANCE)
- Is the nose the main landmark in the face? Laurent CASTILLO (Nice, FRANCE)
- Aesthetic-medi-surgery-concept: combined treatments to improve results in face rejuvenation. Henry SABATIER (Nice, FRANCE)
- Asian Blepharoplasty. Lin WANG (Dalian, CHINA)

13:00
LUNCH BREAK- VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION

14:00
FILLERS SYMPOSIUM
Chairman: Philippe HAMIDA PISAL (UK), Bob KHANNA (UK)
- The science behind mesotherapy. Philippe HAMIDA PISAL (UK)
- From epidermal mesotherapy to meso-needling - background history and prospects. Philippe PETIT (Bordeaux, FRANCE)
- Good skin quality: a must, why and how? Valérie PHILIPPON (FRANCE)
- The challenges of understanding the face. Kate GOLDIE (London, UK)
- Re evaluation and definition of mid face sculpting. Kate GOLDIE (London, UK)
- Filler: innovative technical for rinofiller (filler with laluronic Acid for nose treatement) and filler for tear trough treatment. Giovanni MERONE (ITALY)
- One problem – two solutions. Philosophy of method choice: middle face (nose and malar area). Liya GAVASHELLI (RUSSIA)
My techniques on jawline creation for males and females. *Yen Yu Yates CHAO (Taiwan, TAIWAN)*

Different novel techniques for the forehead. *Yen Yu Yates CHAO (Taiwan, TAIWAN)*

Total face sculpting™ - atraumatic augmentation of the full face with HA (upper, mid and lower face). *Bob KHANNA (UK)*

16:00 COFFEE BREAK

16:30-18:30 **BOTULINUM TOXIN: NEW INDICATION AND LATEST PROTOCOLS**
Chairmen: Alessio REDAELLI (ITALY), Patrick TREVIDIC (Paris, FRANCE)

- The use of BTX and other modalities for the treatment of head and neck pain - from TMD to migraines and tension headaches. *Bob KHANNA (UK)*
- Meso-Botulinum-Toxin: the right strategy for Hyperhidrosis to mimical wrinkling in difficult areas as cheeks and sup. eyebrows and for dermatological indications as psoriasis, raynaud and rosacea. *Alessio REDAELLI (ITALY)*
- BTxA for bruxism and temporomandibular disorders. *Fabio RAVIOLA (ITALY)*
- Tip and tricks for the best practice with the botulinum toxin. *Marie-Jeanne MINICONI (Nice, FRANCE)*
- New advances in botulinum toxin technology and indications. *Jani VAN LOGHEM (THE NETHERLANDS)*
- Treatment of the asian face with Botox and HA. *Lin WANG (Dalian, CHINA)*
- Split face treatment of periorbital wrinkles with different dilution of incobotulinum toxin. *Gabriele E MUTI (Italy)*
- New developments and studies in toxins (including Asian). *Hema SUNDARAM (USA)*
PAUPIÈRES

Cat devant un ectropion post blepharoplastie. Annie GANDOLFO PLASSE (Montpellier)
Prise en charge œil creux post blepharoplastie. Eric SARFATI (Toulon)
CAT devant une désunion de suture en chirurgie du bord libre de la paupière. JULIEN GIRE (Mougins)
Cat devant une lagophthalmie post ptosis et blepharoplastie. Philippe IMBERT (Toulouse)
Prise en charge des complications après retissage des paupières au laser. Eric SARFATI, Marie PEREZ (Toulon)
Ptosis post blepharoplastie. Fabrice SERRA (Antibes)
Toxicité ophthalmologie des thérapies ciblées. Damien GIACHERO (Nice)
Cat devant une exérèse tumorale incomplète. Sandra LASSALLE, Jacques LAGIER (Nice)
Complications infectieuses post blepharoplastie. Jean-Marc RUBAN (Lyon)
Complications au niveau du canthus externe post chirurgical. Jérémie BARBIER (Lyon)
Complications lors d’une série de suspension frontale au CHU de Limoges. Pierre-Yves ROBERT, Thomas LATHIÈRE (LIMOGES)
Prise en charge des complications aprés injections dans le cerne. Francesco X, Eric SARFATI (Toulon)
Cat devant une extrusion de matériel post suspension pour ptosis. Laura EID, Abraham FERRON (Bordeaux)

ORBITE

Complications opératoires des patients sous anticoagulants et antiagrégants CAT. Jérôme Delas (Nice)
Prise en charge des enophtalmies post traumatiques. E. FEVRIER, Jacques LAGIER (Nice)
Faut-il toujours explanter devant une exposition de bille non biocolonisable. JL FAU (Nancy), Mherad HAMEDANI (Lausanne)
Faut-il toujours explanter devant une exposition de bille biocolonisable ? JL FAU (Nancy), Eric LONGUEVILLE (Bordeaux)
Prise en charge des cavités après protonthérapie. Anne-Laure FISCH (Nice)
Ophtalmie sympathique indication chirurgicale quand, comment ? Valérie TOUITOU (Paris)
Prise en charge traumatismes orbitopalpebraux post attentat. Patrick GOUDOT, Valérie TOUITOU (Paris)

VOIE LACRYMALE

Cat devant un épistaxis post opératoire. Emmanuel RACY (Paris)
CAT devant sténose post traumatique des vl. E. FEVRIER, Jacques LAGIER (NICE)
CAT devant complication de DCR endonasale. Jade VIU, B. FAYET, E. RACY (Paris)
Cat devant une complication des intubations. A. PISON, B. FAYET (Paris)

Cas clinique : Qu’auriez vous fait ?

18h30 : Réunion du conseil d’administration de la SOPREF
**EYELID**

How to deal with post-blepharoplasty ectropion. **Annie Gandolfo Plasse** (Montpellier)

Management of the hollow eye after blepharoplasty. **Eric Sarfaty** (Toulon)

How to deal with dehiscent sutures in surgery of the free edge of the eyelid. **Julien Gire** (Mougins)

How to deal with lagophthalmia after surgery or ptosis after blepharoplasty. **Philippe Imbert** (Toulouse)

Management of complications after laser treatment to smooth the eyelids. **Eric Sarfaty, Marie Perez** (Toulon)

Ptosis blepharoplasty post. **Fabrice Serra** (Antibes)

Ophthalmologic toxicity of targeted treatment. **Damien Giachero** (Nice)

How to deal with incomplete tumoral exerisis. **Sandra Lassalle, Jacques Lagier** (Nice)

Infectious complications after blepharoplasty. **Jean-Marc Ruban** (Lyon)

Complications of the external canthus after surgery. **Jeremie Barbier** (Lyon)

Complications in a series of forehead suspension procedures at the University Hospital in Limoges. **Pierre-Yves Robert, Thomas Lathiere** (Limoges)

Management of complications after injections into dark circles under the eye. **Francesco X, Eric Sarfaty** (Toulon)

How to deal with extruded material after suspension for ptosis. **Laura Eid, Abraham Ferron** (Bordeaux)

**EYE SOCKET**

Post-operative complications in patients taking anticoagulants and antiagreggant therapy.

How to deal with the problem. **Jerome Delas** (Nice)

Management of post-surgical enophthalmia. **E. Fevrier, Jacques Lagier** (Nice)

Should an exposed orbital implant that is not colonised always be explanted? **JL FAU** (Nancy), **Mherad Hamedani** (Lausanne)

Should an exposed orbital implant that is colonised always be explanted? **JL FAU** (Nancy), **Eric Longueville** (Bordeaux)

Management of cavities after protontherapy. **Anne-Laure Fisch** (Nice)

Indications for surgery in sympathetic ophthalmia: when and how? **Valerie Touitou** (Paris)

Management of traumatic orbito-palpebral injuries consecutive to a terrorist attack. **Patrick Goudot, Valerie Touitou** (Paris)

**TEAR DUCTS**

How to deal with post-operative epistaxis. **Emmanuel Racy** (Paris)

How to deal with post-traumatic stenosis of the tear ducts. **E. Fevrier, Jacques Lagier** (Nice)

How to deal with with an endonasal complication of the DCR. **Jade Vu, B. Fayet, E. Racy** (Paris)

How to deal with with an intubation complication. **A. Pison, B. Fayet** (Paris)

Clinical case: what should you have done?

18:30pm : Meeting of SOPREF’s board
UPPER FACE
- Filler Eye Lift. Dalvi HUMZAH (UNITED KINGDOM)
- Soft tissue volumizers for frontal and temporal area. Jani VAN LOGHEM (THE NETHERLANDS)
- Supraorbital hollows. Tatjana PAVICIC (GERMANY)
- Infraorbital hollows sculpture: From shadow to light. Nabila AZIB (MOROCCO)
- Optimize your results and avoid traps for the upper third. Olivier CLAUDE (Paris, FRANCE)

MIDFACE
- Midface augmentation: Nose & Cheeks. Noura LEBBAR (ITALY)
- The 5 minute Nose Job. Job THUIS (Amsterdam, THE NETHERLANDS)
- Medical Rhinoplasty: the french touch. Frederic BRACCINI (Nice, FRANCE)
- The “just the two of us” mid face technique. Hervé PADEY (FRANCE), Sylvie POIGNONEC (Paris, FRANCE)
- Lateral canthal lift & cheek. Raj ACQUILLA (UK)

LOWERFACE - NECK AREA
- Botulinum toxin lower face. Tom DECATES (THE NETHERLANDS)
- How to beautify the lips in 2 min? Fouad BELFKIRA (Lyon, FRANCE)
- Lips and perioral wrinkles with cannula. Maria BROZMANOVA (Bratislava, SLOVAKIA)
- Fem Patten technique and dermal damage. Tom VAN ELJK (THE NETHERLANDS)
- The female mandibular line. Riekie SMIT (SOUTH AFRICA)
- The male mandibular line. Christophe DESOUSCHES (Marseille, FRANCE)
- The perfect lips and infraoral area (female). Eva GUIJASANTES (Barcelona, SPAIN)
- Neck and Décolletage rejuvenation with RHA and Redensity by an electronic medical device. Giuseppe SITO (ITALY)
- The combination of injectable products in a single procedure to simultaneously treat clinical signs of aging in the neck and the décolleté. Yana YUTSKOVSKAYA (RUSSIA)

FACIAL GLOBAL APPROACH
- Facial Peeling. Uliana GOUT (London, UK)
- Liquid facelift inspired by De Maio’s 8 point lift. Joost KROON (THE NETHERLANDS)
- Asian beauty ideals: the heart-shaped face. Yates Yu CHAO (Tainan, TAIWAN)
- Threads for the lower third and mandibular line. Philippe GARCIA (Paris, FRANCE)
- PDO Thread lifts. Jung Hyun YOON (REPUBLIC OF KOREA)
- Scarless Immediate facelift by chemical myoplasty (Endopeel). Aalain TENENBAUM (SWITZERLAND)
- Liquid Lift. Kate GOLDIE (London, UK)
- Block anaesthesia of the whole face. Peter PRENDERGAST (IRELAND)
- PRP Treatment. Erçin ÖZÜNṬÜRK (TURKEY)

HANDS
- Dorsal Hands rejuvenation with Radiesse. Patrick TREVIDIC (Paris, FRANCE)
- Dorsal hands and fingers rejuvenation with RHA fillers. Giuseppe SITO (ITALY)
- Hands peel. Uliana GOUT (London, UNITED KINGDOM)

BEFORE AFTER PHOTOS + QUANTIFICARE + VOTE FOR THE BEST RESULT/BEST INJECTOR
08:30

SESSION I: ASSESSMENT OF THE AESTHETIC EYELID PATIENT
Chairmen: John J. MARTIN (USA), Simon WOODRUFF (UK)
- Examination and assessment of the eyelids and periorbita. Simon WOODRUFF (UK)
- The aging eye: mechanism of ocular and periorbital aging. Jérôme DELAS, Jacques LAGIER (Nice, FRANCE)
- Importance of brow position in upper eyelid blepharoplasty. Peerooz SAEED (THE NETHERLANDS)
- Body dysmorphia and the aesthetic eyelid patient. Simon WOODRUFF (UK)
Q&A with the panel.

09:10

SESSION II: UPPER LID BLEPHAROPLASTY TIPS AND TRICKS
Chairmen: Shu-Hong (Holly) CHANG (Washington, USA), Peerooz SAEED (THE NETHERLANDS)
- Simplified ptosis repair with upper lid blepharoplasty. John J. MARTIN (USA)
- Combination blepharoplasty: surgical and non-surgical. Sabrina SHAH-DESAI (UK)
- Rejuvenating the upper eyelid with the CO2 laser. Eric SARFATI (Toulon, FRANCE)
- Pearls and pitfalls in Asian blepharoplasty. Shu-Hong (Holly), CHANG (USA)
- Upper lid blepharoplasty: preserving youth and functionality. William MURILLO (Colombia)

09:50

SESSION III: LOWER LID BLEPHAROPLASTY - TRANSCUTANEOUS APPROACH
Chairmen: Malcolm PAUL (USA), Sabrina SHAH-DESAI (Potters Bar, UK)
- Simplified mini-incision transcutaneous orbital fat sculpting. Angelo REBELO (PORTUGAL)
- Supporting the lower lid with an orbicularis muscle sling. Malcolm PAUL (USA)
- Comprehensive laser-assisted lower lid rejuvenation. Eric SARFATI (Toulon, FRANCE)
- Tissue sparing in open lower lid blepharoplasty. William MURILLO (Colombia)

10:30 COFFEE BREAK

11:00

SESSION IV: LOWER LID BLEPHAROPLASTY – TRANSCONJUNCTIVAL APPROACH
Chairmen: David GRISHKYAN (RUSSIA), Peerooz SAEED (THE NETHERLANDS)
- Transconjunctival manoeuvres to smooth the lid-cheek junction. Peerooz SAEED (THE NETHERLANDS)
- Understanding the limits of transconjunctival blepharoplasty. Fabrice SERRA (Antibes, France)
- Lower lid laser blepharoplasty with fat repositioning. John J. MARTIN (USA)
Q&A with the panel.

11:35

SESSION V: PERIOCULAR VOLUME RESTORATION WITH FAT
Chairmen: Francesco BERNARDINI (Milan, ITALY), Jacques LAGIER (Nice, FRANCE)
- Beauty through volume: lipofilling of the upper lids. David GRISHKYAN (RUSSIA)
- Indications for lipofilling during blepharoplasty. Jacques LAGIER (Nice, FRANCE)
- Periorbital fat transfer: my technique. John J. MARTIN (USA)
- Infraorbital rejuvenation with fat grafting: anatomy and technique. David GRISHKYAN (RUSSIA)
Q&A with the panel.

12:15

SESSION VI: PERIOCULAR NON-PERMANENT FILLERS
Chairmen: Peter PRENDERGAST (IRELAND), Sabrina SHAH-DESAI (Potters Bar, UK)
- Enhancement of upper eyelid sulcus, brow, and forehead: video demonstrations. Tatjana PAVICIC (GERMANY)
- Non-surgical approach to the tear trough with filler. Francesco BERNARDINI (Milan, ITALY)
- Effacing the medial and lateral lid-cheek junction with HA. Peter PRENDERGAST (IRELAND)
- Non-surgical tear trough rejuvenation: the art of subtlety. Sabrina SHAH-DESAI (UK)
- Eye contour correction without needles or cannulas: a new approach. Abdellah YAZIDI
Q&A with the panel.
13:00  LUNCH BREAK- VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION

14:00  SESSION VII: COMPLICATIONS OF COSMETIC EYELID SURGERY & PERIOCULAR FILLERS

Chairmen: Peter PRENDERGAST (IRELAND), Sabrina SHAH-DESAI (Potters Bar, UK)
- Treatment of the iatrogenic scleral show. Michel TAZARTES (Paris, FRANCE)
- Vascular complications of periorbital fillers. Shu-Hong (Holly) CHANG (USA)
- Infraorbital nodular complications: how to avoid them, how to treat them. Tatjana PAVICIC (GERMANY)
- Correcting ectropion with reconstructive techniques: eyelid flap, canthopexy and section of septum and retractor. Jerome ALLALI (Paris, FRANCE)
- Complications of periocular fillers and management of “speed bumps”. Sabrina SHAH-DESAI (UK)
- Periocular fat grafting: analysis of complications. David GRISHKYAN (RUSSIA)
- Fat grafting for post-blepharoplasty cicatricial ectropion: an alternative to posterior spacers. Francesco BERNARDINI (Milan, ITALY)
- Q&A with the panel.

15:12  SESSION VIII: PTOSIS AND BROW LIFTING

Chairmen: John J. MARTIN (USA), David SCHAPIRO (Paris, FRANCE)
- Anterior ptosis repair technique. Michel TAZARTES (Paris, FRANCE)
- Frontalis suspension for ptosis correction in children and adults: Indications and surgical procedure. Andreas KUCHAR (AUSTRIA)
- Muller muscle posterior ptosis correction during blepharoplasty: surgical technique and advantages over anterior approach. David SCHAPIRO (Paris, FRANCE)
- Short scar non-endoscopic brow lifting: subcutaneous versus subperiosteal approach. Malcolm PAUL (USA)
- Q&A with the panel.

16:00  COFFEE BREAK

16:30-18:00  SESSION IX: SURGICAL AND NON-SURGICAL BEAUTIFICATION & CORRECTION OF PERIOCULAR ASYMMETRY

Chairmen: Christophe DESOUCHES (Marseille, FRANCE), Simon WOODRUFF (UK)
- R3 philosophy of rejuvenation: Reposition, Restoration, Regeneration (PART1). Francesco BERNARDINI (Milan, ITALY)
- Corneal tattoo. Jerome ALLALI (Paris, FRANCE)
- Peri orbital rejuvenation with microfocused ultrasound. Tatjana PAVICIC (GERMANY)
- Peri orbital rejuvenation with autologous cells: updates for 2016. Christophe DESOUCHES (Marseille, FRANCE)
- Complications of neurotoxins in the periorbital region. John J. MARTIN (USA)
- Medical and surgical management of malar bags. Jerome ALLALI (Paris, FRANCE)
- R3 philosophy of rejuvenation: Reposition, Restoration, Regeneration (PART2). Francesco BERNARDINI (Milan, ITALY)
- Invisible ptosis correction: the art of correcting asymmetries. Sabrina SHAH-DESAI (UK)
- Q&A with the panel.
MINI INVASIVE MANAGEMENT OF AGING OF THE FACE: Threads versus Surgery

INTERACTIVE VIDEO SESSION

Chairmen: Peter CUMBO (London, UK), Olivier RICHARD (FRANCE)

- Understanding the mechanical facial ageing process. Olivier RICHARD (FRANCE)
- The best rules to use Silhouette soft threads. Paola RUSSO ROSALBA (Milan, ITALY)
- The 4D lift: Minimally invasive management of midfacial aging and how it can improve your daily practice. Peter CUMBO (London, UK)
- Permanent thread lift: how did we reach a real facelift? Jean-Paul FOUMENTEZE (Cannes, FRANCE)
- My experience with threads. Frederic BRACCINI (Nice, FRANCE)
- Thread lifting, an ancillary concept in facial rejuvenation-anatomy for a better outcome. Thomas RAPPL (AUSTRIA)
- The 4D lift: Minimally invasive management of midfacial aging and how it can improve your daily practice. Peter CUMBO (London, UK)
- The biplanar microlift, a surgical answer to thread lifts. Vladimir MITZ (Paris, FRANCE)

COFFEE BREAK

HAIR SESSION

Chairman: Jonathan FERNANDEZ (FRANCE), Frederic MENU (FRANCE)

- Combined treatment using biorevitalisation solutions and Botulinum Toxin for Alopecia. Philippe HAMIDA PISAL (UK)
- Partial Longitudinal Follicular Unit Transplantation (PL-FUT): A method to optimize hair transplantation. Henry DELMAR (Antibes-Juan Les Pins, FRANCE)
- FUE vs FUT Techniques. Jean-Louis BRIANCON (FRANCE)
- ARTAS New technology. Philippe GINOUVÉS (Avignon, FRANCE)
- Arta robot, interest, indications, limits and cost. Bruno SALAZARD (Marseille, FRANCE)
- How to prevent the evolution of the androgenic alopecia? Jonathan FERNANDEZ (FRANCE)
- FUE and clinical cases. Frederic MENU (FRANCE)
- Complementary techniques in the treatment of androgenic alopecia. Jean-Louis BRIANCON (FRANCE)
- PRP and Alopecia. Rubina ALVES (Barcelone, SPAIN)
- Hair implant with polyamide artificial hair (biofibre). Vincent WONG (London, UK)

LUNCH BREAK - VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION

FUTURE OF ANTI-AGING: Cosmetology, Immunology, Nutrition, Innovation

Chairmen: Dominique CHARRON (Paris, FRANCE), Christophe DESOUCHES (Marseille, FRANCE), Philippe PICCERELLE (Marseille, FRANCE), Daniel KALBERMATTEN (SWITZERLAND)

- Aging and immune rejuvenation. Dominique CHARRON (Paris, FRANCE)
- The Science behind Nanofat. Florence MESGUICH (FRANCE)
- Macrograft vs micrograft vs nanofat: what to choose? Angelo TRIVISONNO (ITALY)
- Regenerative potential of demal adipose tissue. Gabriele TOIETTA (ITALY)
- The use of fat graft mixed with platelet rich plasma in patients affected by soft tissue defects of the face. Pietro GENTILE (ITALY)
- Prevention of skin agingSKINgen: finding genetic variations on key genes regulating skin functions. Jacques BASSIER (FRANCE)
- Neurocosmetics: a smart skincare from the future. Olga ZHUKOFF (RUSSIA), Eric ESSAYAGH (Antibes-Juan les Pins)
SATURDAY 10 SEPTEMBER

Bilayered, non-cross-linked collagen matrix for regeneration of facial defects after skin cancer removal: a new perspective for biomaterial-based tissue reconstruction. 
Shahram GHANAATI (GERMANY)

Skin Tissue Engineering: Protein coding genes, microRNA and IncRNA influence skin reconstruction. Christophe CAPALLERE (Sophia Antipolis, FRANCE)

Platelet rich plasma therapy: 100 G is the key! Anil BUDANIA (INDIA)

16:00  COFFEE BREAK

16:30-18:00  PEELING AND LASER SESSION

Chairmen: Isabelle CATONI (Neuilly Sur Seine, FRANCE), Marie-Jeanne MINICONI (Nice, FRANCE), Yann RENOULET (Düsseldorf, GERMANY)

A-Z of the world of chemical peeling. Uliana GOUT (London, UK)

How to avoid complications of chemical peeling. Uliana GOUT (London, UK)

Peeling vs. full skin resurfacing vs. fractional skin resurfacing. Jean MANGIAVILLANO (FRANCE)

Facial rejuvenation with retinoic acid in combination with growth factors. Noura LEBBAR (Milano, ITALY)

Treatment of Hyperpigmentation: Peeling vs. Laser. Jean MANGIAVILLANO (FRANCE)
TRAVEL INFORMATION

Traveling by plane

The Nice Côte d’Azur International Airport is a major gateway to Southern Europe and only 27 kilometres from Cannes. Comfortable and rapid travel is provided by numerous direct flights. Further information with a list of all the airlines flying to Nice at www.nice.aeroport.fr

Vos billets d’avion au meilleur prix
Evénement : F.A.C.E 2face 2016
Code Identifiant : 28528AF
Dates de validité : du 04/09/16 au 15/09/16
Lieu de l’événement : Cannes, France
Connectez-vous sur www.airfranceklm-globalmeetings.com pour obtenir les tarifs préférentiels

*Veillez à être en possession de l’un ou l’autre des justificatifs selon votre mode de réservation car il peut vous être demandé à tout moment de votre voyage.

Attractive discounts on a wide range of fares on all Air France and KLM flights worldwide.
Event: F.A.C.E 2face 2016
Event ID: 28528AF
Valid for travel from 04/09/16 au 15/09/16
Event location: Cannes, France
Please connect you on www.airfranceklm-globalmeetings.com to obtain the best prices

*Keep the document to justify the special fares with you as you may be asked for it at any point of your journey.
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---
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OUR PARTNERS

SILVER SPONSORS

- ALLERGAN
- FILORGA
- MERZ AESTHETICS
- TEOXANE

PARTNERS

- BODY LANGUAGE
- CAP ENERGY
- DELEO
- DESIGNI
- EDIPEC INSTRUMENTS
- ERGO ART
- ESTHETICON
- EUROSI Lrone
- FCI
- GAP SANTE
- HORUS PHARMA
- HYDRAFACIAL MD
- LABODERM
- LIPO SALES
- MEDIECOS / SKINERGIE
- N FINDERS
- OEO
- POURET MEDICAL
- QUANTIFICA RE
- SKIN TECH PHARMA GROUP SL
- SOFRIO
- SOFTMESOLOGY LABORATOIRE
- SPEGA MEDICAL
- SYNERON CANDELA
- TECHNO LUX
- THERMI
- TULIP MEDICAL PRODUCTS
- VEA
- VIVEVE
Une nouvelle prise en charge pour les oreilles décollées

2. Notice d'utilisation Earfold™

Earfold™ est un dispositif médical de classe IIb marqué CE0344. Il est destiné à corriger ou accentuer la plicaturé de l’anthélix de l’oreille humaine. Lire attentivement la notice d’utilisation.
Il est non remboursé par les organismes d’assurance maladie.

SESSIONS D’INFORMATION
VENDREDI 9 SEPTEMBRE
animées par le Dr SABATIER
salle MERISIER

Technique peu invasive
Anesthésie locale
Temps moyen de la procédure inférieur à 20 min
Résultats prédictibles immédiatement et durablement
Réversible si nécessaire

Vendredi 9 Septembre 2016
Journée Conférence du CEDSCA
au sein du Congrès F.A.C.E. 2 face
à Cannes

Thème : Pluridisciplinaire Dentaire
Titre : Réhabilitation de cas complexes

CONFÉRENCIERS

Dr. Franck BONNET
Docteur en Chirurgie Dentaire
Diplômé de la faculté Paris VII
DU Implantologie
DU Expertise Bucco-Dentaire
de la Faculté de Médecine de Montpellier

Mr. Uli Hauschild
Prothésiste Dentaire, Dental Excellence
Lecturer at the University of Genoa
Board Member of Digital Dentistry Society
Board Member DGOM
Mastership of the ICOI
Certified Referent DGOM
Senior Editorial Reviewer Implant Dentistry
Member PEERS Germany and Italy

Dans le cadre du Congrès international de chirurgie esthétique du visage F.A.C.E.2face 2016
CONFÉRENCE PUBLIQUE DÉBAT

Le boom des "Bodylifts" et La chirurgie de l'obésité.
La graisse comment la faire fondre ? Le froid ou le chaud ?
La nouvelle révolution des ultrasons focalisés ?
Les compléments alimentaires, leur véritable efficacité
Les produits injectés, toujours plus sûrs et plus efficaces
Les fils tenseurs, le vrai du faux

par des représentants du Conseil de l'Ordre des Médecins
Animées par Brigitte-Fanny COHEN, journaliste santé

Samedi 10 septembre 2016 • 14h-17h
CANNES - HOTEL MARTINEZ

Inscription obligatoire par e-mail (places limitées) : aurore.davy@mcocongres.com
Contact : 04 95 09 38 00

Dans le cadre du Congrès international de chirurgie esthétique du visage F.A.C.E.21@ce 2016
The **REVOLUTION** for **SOFT AESTHETIC MEDICINE**

1. **Machine** = 7 **Technologies**
   - Microphoresis® - Electrophoresis
   - Cryotherapy - PhotoBioStimulation
   - RadioFrequency - ElectroFrequency®
   - Pressotherapy

for
- **Anti-aging**
- **Eye bags** & **dark circles**
- **Sensitive skins**
- **Acne**
- **Firming**
- **Body sliming**

**No Needle, No Pain**

@ www.softmesotherapy.com

**SOFTMESOLOGY LABORATOIRE**

Made in FRANCE

International Patents
LET YOUR ART SPEAK

Thanks to its ergonomic, lightweight design and homogenous filler delivery, TEOSYAL® PEN offers you a greater ease of injection in sensitive areas and a smoother experience for your patient.

TEOSYAL® PEN
The first motorised cordless HA injection system

TEOXANE
THE EXCELLENCE OF SWISS SCIENCE

TEOSYAL® PEN is a medical device Class IIa (CE 0434) manufactured by Juvaplus in Switzerland. Please refer to the instructions for use. Creation date: June 2016.